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The growing ubiquity of GPS-enabled devices in everyday life has made large-scale 
collection of trajectories feasible, providing ever-growing opportunities for human 
movement analysis. However, publishing this vulnerable data is accompanied by 
increasing concerns about individuals’ geoprivacy. This thesis has two objectives: (1) 
propose a privacy protection framework for semantic trajectories and (2) develop a 
Python toolbox in ArcGIS Pro environment for non-expert users to enable them to 
anonymize trajectory data. The former aims to prevent users’ re-identification when 
knowing the important locations or any random spatiotemporal points of users by 
swapping their important locations to new locations with the same semantics and 
unlinking the users from their trajectories. This is accomplished by converting GPS 
points into sequences of visited meaningful locations and moves and integrating several 
anonymization techniques. The second component of this thesis implements privacy 
protection in a way that even users without deep knowledge of anonymization and 
coding skills can anonymize their data by offering an all-in-one toolbox. By proposing 
and implementing this framework and toolbox, we hope that trajectory privacy is better 
protected in research. 
Keywords:  Individuals’ geoprivacy; semantic trajectory; location swapping; 
unlinkability; ArcGIS python toolbox 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The vast majority of adults carry mobile devices today (The World Bank, 2016) 
and their locations are continuously recorded by network providers based on their 
nearest cellular towers (Ahas et al., 2015). One-third of the world’s population is using 
social media (Ali et al., 2018) mainly through a mobile device. With vast numbers of 
people in possession of GPS-enabled mobile devices, and interested in location 
collection and sharing, location has become one of the main foci of many services, 
applications, and technologies, allowing the location to become a context item strongly 
affiliated with individuals’ identities. Collecting such valuable data has provided new 
opportunities for mobility-related decision-making (Cáceres et al., 2019; Hwang et al., 
2013; Rudenko et al., 2019; Zheng & Zhou, 2011). This ability, however, has also ignited 
concern about privacy violations due to the inherent sensitivity of the spatial data being 
gathered (Keßler & McKenzie, 2018; Leszczynski, 2017). An example of this 
vulnerability is the publication of a Strava global heatmap of location data which 
accidentally revealed sensitive information about the United States military soldiers on 
active services resulted in disclosure of United States secret military bases that were 
abroad (Hern, 2018). This is just one of the many instances where geoprivacy of 
individuals has been breached, even from aggregated location data.  
Another more common form of individuals’ geoprivacy breach occurs when 
publishing person-specific movement data in the form of trajectory micro-data since 
these trajectories can reveal private information of individuals such as where they live, 
where they work, and what Points of Interest (PoIs) they frequently visit which can show 
their habits and sensitive information such as health conditions (e.g., frequent visits to a 
medical center), daily activities and routines. For example, Hasan et al. (2017) 
highlighted that publishing trajectories by bike-sharing companies even after removing 
users’ identities can disclose their privacy with their spatial behaviors and movement 
patterns. Keßler and McKenzie (2018) demonstrated how people often share their 
location coupled with other personal private information, such as credit card or license 
plate numbers, with a large number of services in their daily life. Publishing such 
vulnerable personal data can cause significant risks if it is used for malicious purposes 
such as unsolicited advertisements, scams, or physical violence (Krumm, 2009).  
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As a result of these privacy concerns, some regulation efforts and frameworks 
have been made which details key considerations and obligations with regard to privacy 
protection—for example, the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research 
Involving Humans in Canada, the Belmont Report, and Common Rule in the United 
States (CIHR, NSERC, & SSHRC, 2014; Department of Health and Human Services, 
2018), the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for the European Union (Radley-
Gardner et al., 2016). There has been a variety of similar policies and regulations 
published in Europe, the United States, Japan, and Australia, and by the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation (APEC). Nevertheless, the focus of these policies is not spatial 
data privacy or geoprivacy, and therefore they require interpretation when being applied 
to spatial data. Extending the concept of privacy to spatial data recognizes that this 
constitutes “a special type of information privacy which expresses the individual rights to 
determine when, how, and to what extent their spatial information is shared with others” 
(Duckham & Kulik, 2006).  In the context of research, developing policies that explicitly 
address spatial data would emphasize the sensitivity of participants’ spatial information 
and the need to protect it in ways that will prevent the inference of their identity, true 
locations, and other personal information. 
So far, numerous privacy protection techniques, also known as anonymization, 
have been proposed and developed with the goal of offering advances over previous 
efforts to preserve geoprivacy while maintaining data utility. The paradigm of creating a 
balance between individuals’ privacy and the utility of a dataset at data publishing time is 
called Privacy-Preserving Data publishing (PPDP). Ghinita (2009) identified two relevant 
scenarios where geoprivacy can be protected at data publishing time. The first scenario 
is in the context of online location-based service (LBS), where privacy must be protected 
in real-time when providing on-demand service based on the user’s query. In LBS, both 
location privacy and query privacy must be preserved to prevent the service provider 
from inferring the locations of the users (Shin et al., 2012). The second scenario, namely 
that of offline and data-centric privacy protection, occurs when the entire trajectory 
dataset needs to be published at once in an offline format without imperiling the privacy 
of the individuals. Privacy protection approaches at offline data publishing are not, in 
general, applicable for the context of LBS and vice versa (Abul et al., 2010). While both 
scenarios, and the challenges they pose, are equally important, there have been fewer 
efforts in the context of offline data publishing, especially in the context of trajectory data.  
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In this thesis, the focus is on understanding the current state of offline trajectory 
publication in academic research, the related concepts and privacy concerns, and the 
gaps in current privacy protection methods. With that background established, this thesis 
proposes a new framework for the enhanced privacy protection of trajectories and their 
utility and details the development of a set of tools meant to enable that protection. What 
follows in this introductory section is a brief overview of related conceptual definitions 
and privacy criteria, and lastly, an overview of the thesis structure. 
1.1. Conceptual definitions 
What is a trajectory and how it could be represented from a human point of view? 
What are the potential privacy threats when publishing trajectories and how their privacy 
can be protected? To answer these questions, we begin by exploring the concepts of the 
terms and these terms are ordered by their relationships. 
Trajectory dataset: A trajectory dataset contains the mobility history of moving 
objects which can be collected either by each moving object for a certain period of time, 
or centrally by a server that can track the location of query issuers in real-time (Gambs 
et al., 2010). 
Trajectory: A trajectory is a temporally ordered sequence of timestamped spatial 
points which can be a numerical location (geographic coordinate) or a meaningful 
location such as an address or a semantic label (e.g., “home” or “work”). The timestamp 
can be the exact date and time, a time interval (e.g., from 8:00-9:00 am), or a period of 
day (e.g., morning). Each trajectory is characterized by a unique userID, which can be 
the real identifier of the moving object (e.g., “Tom”), a pseudonym (anonymous 
username), or even the value “unknown”. Different trajectories recorded by the same 
moving object have the same pseudonym so that a pseudonym is still able to link 
different actions performed by the same moving object (Gambs et al., 2010).  
Semantic trajectory: A semantic trajectory is a temporally ordered sequence of 
visited meaningful locations, referred to as semantic stops, which represent activities at 
stop time and are connected by moves that represent speed distribution, and 
acceleration patterns (Alvares et al., 2007; Baglioni et al., 2009; Palma et al., 2008). 
Visited meaningful locations correspond to the set of points of a trajectory within a 
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specific spatiotemporal window that are important depending on the specific application. 
A spatiotemporal window can be defined for every type of location category or function. 
Trajectory data publishing: Data publishing is the process of publishing a 
trajectory dataset by a data owner that could be an organization to a data recipient that 
could be public or researchers to allow them to do significant research on the published 
dataset. It is important not to publish trajectories directly since they contain the identity 
and personal information of individuals.  
Quasi-identifier: A quasi-identifier (QI) is an attribute that cannot explicitly reveal 
a user’s identity, but coupled together or combined with external information can 
potentially re-identify the user (Samarati & Sweeney, 1998) and expose their sensitive 
attributes (SAs) (e.g., income, religion, and health status) (N. Li et al., 2007; 
Machanavajjhala et al., 2006). To adopt the notion of QI and SA in the context of 
semantic trajectory, one can classify point samples of a trajectory into QIs and SAs, 
where QIs can be any random point and SAs can relate to personally important places 
(e.g., home/workplaces) or semantically sensitive places (e.g., hospital, church) (Sila-
Nowicka & Thakuriah, 2016).  
Attacker: In the data publishing process, the data recipient could be an attacker. 
An attacker is an unauthorized entity who gains access to the published dataset and 
links it with their background knowledge to further expand their knowledge about a target 
user or all users whose trajectories are contained within the dataset. Background 
knowledge is the extra information about the user(s) that is achieved from external 
resources apart from the published dataset (Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2006).  
Attack: an attack is a process of inferring SAs of a user or all users carried out by 
a potential attacker who has background knowledge about a set of QIs of the user(s) 
(Krumm, 2007). The purpose of an attack can be inferring the identity of the user(s), their 
SAs (such as sensitive locations visited by the user(s)), and/or any new personal 
information about the user(s) which is implicitly present in the dataset. There are three 
main types of attack when publishing a trajectory dataset: record linkage attack, attribute 
linkage attack, and probabilistic attack (Fung et al., 2010). In a record linkage attack, 
also known as a re-identification attack, given a published trajectory dataset where each 
trajectory is uniquely associated with an anonymous user, attackers try to match their 
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background knowledge to the corresponding trajectory of the target user(s) to infer the 
users’ identities (Cecaj et al., 2016; de Montjoye et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2013; Rossi et 
al., 2015). The goal of an attribute linkage attack, also known as homogeneity attack, is 
inferring SAs of the user(s) without uniquely re-identifying the user(s) in a dataset. In this 
case, known QIs can be linked to multiple users, but all users have the same SAs (such 
as visiting from mosques, hospitals, strip clubs,…) (Sui et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2019). The 
objective of a probabilistic attack is further expanding the knowledge of an attacker 
about a user (e.g., any part of the user’s trajectory) after having access to a published 
dataset, rather than linking background knowledge to the user’s identity or SAs (Dwork, 
2006; Gramaglia & Fiore, 2015). 
Privacy-Preserving data publishing: PPDP is a process of transforming data 
before data publishing to preserve the identities, SAs, and/or any further information 
about users while providing measurable benefits to data recipients for data analysis. 
1.2. Privacy criteria 
A key purpose of privacy protection is limiting the disclosure of users’ identities 
and SAs from an anonymized dataset (Skinner & Elliot, 2002). However, there is no 
universally acceptable level of privacy or identity disclosure risk for a given dataset yet. 
The removal of explicit identifiers (e.g., user name, SIN) is not a solution since QIs can 
be combined to explicitly disclose users’ identities (Samarati & Sweeney, 1998). To limit 
the identity disclosure risk of objects, a privacy criterion named “k-anonymity” was 
introduced by Samarati & Sweeney, (1998). It was initially designed for relational 
datasets to make each record showing user information in a table indistinguishable from 
at least k-1 other records/users on one or a set of QIs. Thus, an attacker without 
background knowledge from external sources only has the probability of 1/k to identify a 
target user in a dataset, by which the user’s real identity could be preserved. A group of 
k users that have the same QIs after anonymization is called an anonymity set. This 
concept was soon adopted for a spatial dataset (Kalnis & Ghinita, 2009), referred to as 
spatial k-anonymity (SKA) as a metric to assess the re-identification risk of users’ 
locations in a dataset. The value of k shows the number of potential locations that could 
be corresponded to the true location of a user in an anonymity set. 
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k-anonymity can prevent the re-identification attack, although it is not resistant 
against attribute linkage attack or simply attribute attack. Attribute attack happens when 
the identity of users or their true locations are not precisely revealed, but their SAs (such 
as religion or health status) can be inferred from anonymity sets (N. Li et al., 2007; 
Machanavajjhala et al., 2006). For example, in the context of spatial data, anonymization 
techniques adhere to SKA may create a spatial region that includes k locations, but all 
have one sensitive semantic function (e.g., hospital) and as a result, the sensitive 
information of users can be identified without uniquely re-identifying the user. Further, 
Wong et al., (2009) improved the concept of k-anonymity by proposing (α,k)-anonymity 
to upper bound the confidence of inferring SAs from any k-anonymity set to a certain 
threshold 𝛼. l-diversity was proposed as a stronger version of k-anonymity to ensure 
each anonymity set has at least l diverse values for each SA (Machanavajjhala et al., 
2006). In the context of spatial data, location-diversity (Xue et al., 2009) was introduced 
to ensure each anonymity set must include at least l semantically diverse locations. Li et 
al., (2007a) showed that l-diversity is neither required nor sufficient to prevent attribute 
attack. They proposed the t-closeness as a stricter criterion that stipulates that the 
distribution of SAs in any anonymity set is close to the overall dataset’s, where 
closeness is limited by the threshold t. Although the increase of the value of location 
diversity or t-closeness can effectively prevent the disclosure of SAs within an anonymity 
region, they cannot maintain the semantic consistency of trajectory to its original value. 
All aforementioned privacy criteria try to protect users’ identities and SAs in a 
released dataset and prevent re-identification and attribute attacks. However, none of 
them investigates how the probability of privacy breach differs based on the presence 
and absence of one or a set of the user’s data, which leads to a probability attack. Dwork 
(2006) defined a more robust privacy model, named “differential privacy”, to determine 
how the privacy risk of an individual and the result of an analysis on a dataset differ with 
and without the existence of a single element of a user in a dataset. Differential privacy 
ensures that any change of a single element in a dataset does not significantly affect the 
result of statistical analysis and does not allow an attacker to achieve more knowledge 
from the dataset, regardless of their background knowledge. Therefore, it means that 
any privacy attack will not be a result of a user’s participation in the dataset. The basic 
idea is to add random or bounded noise and merge trajectories and return a sampled 
result from the set of all possible ones. Noise can be added either to each coordinate of 
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a GPS point or to the whole trajectory (you may refer to Dwork’s work for more details). 
Differential-privacy publishes a set/cluster of merged trajectories with their counts (noisy 
counts of trajectories) as a result. 
Although finding an optimal k-anonymization is NP-hard (Meyerson & Williams, 
2004) and k-anonymity is not resistant against certain types of attacks (e.g., attribute 
and probability attacks) (N. Li et al., 2007; Machanavajjhala et al., 2006), every newly 
proposed model has shortcoming as well (Clifton & Tassa, 2013; Dankar & Emam, 2013; 
Pinto, 2012). These newer models may work well in relational micro-data, but their 
concept is complicated to implement at the trajectory level. It has been shown that k-
anonymity, due to the simplicity of its definition, can be reasonably achieved in most 
cases, and based on it more secure privacy protection models can be developed (Kenig 
& Tassa, 2012). Moreover, efforts to improve k-anonymity are still in progress (H. Dai et 
al., 2020; J. Wang & Kwan, 2020). 
1.3. Data utility 
The task of privacy protection methods is to publish safe private data while 
providing measurable benefits to data recipients (Sankar et al., 2010). Data utility is 
described as the value of a given dataset in terms of providing information to different 
data recipients to support an analysis to be valid and meaningful. The anonymization 
process can potentially downgrade the data utility of a dataset through data 
transformation to satisfy a privacy criterion. The balance between the level of privacy to 
be protected and the degree to which data utility is downgraded or information (spatial, 
temporal, and/or semantic information) is lost, is considered a primary and yet under-
assessed issue that all data anonymizers deal with. However, researchers still struggle 
with deciding upon the minimally acceptable level of privacy. In fact, the main goal of 
developing an anonymization method is to maximize this trade-off.  
In general, two approaches exist when assessing the utility of anonymized data. 
The first is data-centric which is generic and regardless of the end-uses, measures the 
dissimilarity between an original and anonymized dataset. The second one is 
application-centric which considers how a specific application is affected by the precision 
of the anonymized dataset and could benefit from data. Examples of data utility include 
average displacement distance (Richter, 2018), descriptive statistics (e.g., mean center) 
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(Richter, 2018), the amount of data suppression (Eom et al., 2020), Ripley’s K Function 
(Zhang et al., 2017), Kernel Density, preservation of the spread of disease, hotspots or 
any particular pattern (T. Li et al., 2020), and more. To enhance both privacy and the 
amount of meaningful information that the data recipients can receive, contextual 
information has been used such as census-based population data (Kwan et al., 2004), 
land-use or Point of Interest database (Tu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017), and road 
networks (Swanlund, Schuurman, Zandbergen, et al., 2020). Association with contextual 
information that is not always readily available and can lead to the need for extra work to 
find, clean, and process these additional data. Nonetheless, some believe that this 
added burden is worthwhile, given the importance of privacy protection (Kounadi & 
Leitner, 2014). 
1.4. Thesis structure 
This introductory chapter is followed by three more chapters. The second chapter 
details the design of a privacy protection framework for trajectories. The framework 
identifies visited meaningful locations related to users’ habits and makes them 
indistinguishable from k-1 near locations with the same function in a land-use map by 
swapping them with one of the candidate locations to prevent their re-identification. Next, 
it unlinks the different locations of users and cuts off the relationship between actual 
users and their trajectories using the pseudonym swapping approach, consequently, to 
prevent users’ re-identification when having background knowledge about any random 
spatiotemporal points or mobility model of users. Finally, the framework produces 
anonymized trajectories with maximum semantic consistency and minimum deviation 
from original trajectories, while preserving a healthy balance between privacy and data 
utility. With these future developments for trajectory privacy in mind, the third chapter 
describes the implementation of an all-in-one python toolbox in the ArcGIS Pro 
environment to enable non-expert users to anonymize trajectory data before publishing. 
The toolbox provides tools to process raw GPS points through the construction of 
semantic trajectories depending on user-defined parameter values, to identify personal 
frequent locations based on the frequency of locations’ occurrence, and lastly, it offers a 
variety of anonymization techniques. These two chapters are standalone articles that 
were originally written for publication in peer-reviewed journals. Finally, the fourth 
chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing and synthesizing the themes presented 
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throughout the two main chapters, explicating the contributions made by the framework 
and the toolbox, and suggesting directions for future work. 
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Chapter 2. A framework for protecting the privacy 
of semantic trajectories and locations related to 
users’ habits 
2.1. Abstract 
The advancement of GPS-enabled devices has enabled people to record their 
locations and offered the promise of anonymization. However, as surveillance has 
continued and intensified, this promise has not been met. While point data can reveal a 
user’s identity, it is easier to mask. Trajectories are more challenging as the combination 
of locations, in particular locations related to users’ habits, is often unique. In this paper, 
we offer a combined privacy protection framework that a) prevents true detection of 
locations related to users’ habits by swapping them while preserving their functions; and 
b) prevents entire trajectories from being identified by unlinking different parts of 
trajectories from each other and their actual owners using the pseudonym swapping 
method. This framework attempts to prevent users’ re-identification when knowing 
important locations or any spatiotemporal points of a user while maintaining the 
semantics of locations and the minimum shape deviation from the original trajectory. To 
conduct an experimental evaluation, we used pseudo-anonymized Geolife and T-Drive 
datasets. Finally, we demonstrate the trade-off between privacy level and the data utility 
of datasets after anonymization. 
2.2. Keywords 
Privacy protection, semantic trajectory, indistinguishability, unlinkability, locations 
related to users’ habits. 
2.3. Introduction 
Digital technology is still relatively young but has already affected every facet of 
modern life. The advancement of GPS-equipped devices has enabled individuals to 
record their spatial data (Kiukkonen et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2010). A sequence of 
time-stamped spatial data recorded by an individual forms trajectory that contains a rich 
source of spatial, temporal, and semantic information for mobility-related decision 
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making and movement analysis (Giannotti, Nanni, Pedreschi, Renso, et al., 2009; Yan et 
al., 2013). However, there is a high risk of privacy violation when publishing such 
person-specific data (Duckham & Kulik, 2006) because important locations of 
individuals, such as home/workplaces and Places of Interest (POIs) as well as their 
movement patterns, might be explicitly revealed due to the regularity of spatial 
behaviour. As a consequence and drawing on the concept of individuals’ geoprivacy—
the individual right to determine how, if, and when their spatial data are shared with 
others (Duckham & Kulik, 2006; Elwood & Leszczynski, 2011; Kwan et al., 2004) — 
trajectory anonymization methods were devised to better safeguard the identity, exact 
locations and sensitive information of individuals.  
Given that people have periodic and regular movement patterns, some locations 
are frequently visited within that pattern and reveal users’ identities with a higher 
probability. Given the importance of locations for a user, they must be treated differently 
(Sila-Nowicka & Thakuriah, 2016). For example, locations such as home (Krumm, 2007), 
home-workplaces (Freudiger et al., 2012; Golle & Partridge, 2009), most frequented 
locations (Zang & Bolot, 2011; Rossi & Musolesi, 2014), and/or long-stayed locations 
(Beresford & Stajano, 2003; Y. Dai et al., 2018; Unnikrishnan & Naini, 2013) can lead to 
the re-identification of users and using their personal information in an unauthorized 
way, even after aggregating spatial and temporal units. Zang & Bolot (2011) showed that 
it is necessary to aggregate frequent locations to the city level to sufficiently anonymize 
even a week’s worth of location data. Important locations of users are the most common 
type of background knowledge in attacks against users’ re-identification (Fiore et al., 
2020). To protect users’ re-identification when knowing their important locations, in 
particular mostly frequented locations, the framework presented here employs the 
location swapping method (Zhang et al., 2017) which displaces locations to new 
locations with similar functions. The purpose of our framework is to preserve semantic 
information of a dataset for meaningful and efficient analyses. For example, if an office, 
visited by a person from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, is relocated to a bar or a cinema can result 
in non-sense and inaccurate analysis.  
An important issue in anonymizing trajectories is that a person being at a 
particular place at a particular time is a highly unique combination of attributes (Bettini et 
al., 2005), and only having as few as three to four of these spatiotemporal pairings 
makes the odds of someone else matching that profile astronomically small, even in an 
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aggregated dataset (de Montjoye et al., 2013). The more unique a trajectory, the higher 
risk of a privacy breach and user re-identification. Another goal of the proposed 
framework, therefore, is to provide “unlinkability” between users and their trajectories by 
removing linkage between visited locations of a user and reduce the uniqueness of 
trajectories in which the combination of locations is unique. “Unlinkability” of locations 
means that within a dataset, an attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether these 
locations are related to the same user or not and is unable to infer the movement pattern 
of the user (Pfitzmann & Köhntopp, 2001). To this end, our framework tries to break the 
continuity of location exposure, drawing on the concept of a mix-zone (Guo et al., 2018; 
Salas et al., 2018). Mix-zones are spatiotemporal areas where co-occurred trajectories 
pass close enough at a specific distance within a specific time interval, and their 
pseudonyms are swapped or changed to new random ones to confuse the attacker 
about the association of incoming and outgoing trajectories. In this study, co-occurred 
co-located trajectories are selected as candidates for pseudonym swapping that are 
similar in terms of direction to prevent non-valuable and inefficient pseudonyms. In the 
end, move points within mix-zones are suppressed to avoid the connection between 
trajectories after pseudonym swapping.  
The contribution of the paper is to describe the development of a privacy 
protection framework to prevent re-identification attacks when knowing important 
locations or any random spatiotemporal points of users. While simple masking of point 
data has higher degrees of certainty associated with the process (Swanlund, 
Schuurman, & Brussoni, 2020), trajectory masking is more complex and cannot offer 
statistical measures of certainty. The endeavour is nonetheless critical to ensuring 
greater privacy for individuals. Anonymizing only important locations, which have more 
importance for both users and attackers, rather than all sampling points, reduces the 
computation cost and information loss and produce a dataset beneficial for location-
based analysis (e.g., hotspot detection, understanding the spatial distribution of facilities) 
since the majority of sampling points are kept intact. Pseudonym swapping of 
trajectories keeps movements and the shape of trajectories intact and produces a 
dataset beneficial for making mobility maps (e.g., for urban planning, proposing 
transportation services), outlier detection to find trajectories that do not comply with the 
general behavior of the dataset, trajectory classification and inferring activities and 
transportation modes, clustering similar sub-trajectories, making landmark graphs where 
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landmarks are frequently traversed routes (used for route recommendation, etc.), 
detecting social ties, and more. However, this framework does not preserve the 
relationship among visited locations due to frequently changing pseudonyms of 
trajectories. 
The output of the framework is an anonymized dataset that contains de-
personalized micro-trajectories with the least deviation of trajectories. Personalized 
Micro-trajectories—trajectories of a particular person—are information-rich, but runs a 
high risk of enabling re-identification, while aggregated trajectories—trajectories of 
multiple users with average information about them—are safer but have low utility. 
Between those extremes, de-personalized micro-trajectories are trajectories of single 
users which is not linked to a particular person. We felt this output achieved a good 
balance between privacy and information. 
To empirically assess our proposed framework, we used two pseudonymized 
trajectory datasets, Geolife and T-drive in which each user has a unique user ID. In the 
pre-processing step, we structured raw trajectories in the form of visited meaningful 
locations, referred to as semantic stops, and map-matched moves. Then we determined 
frequented locations of each user and accordingly employed a location swapping 
method to prevent their re-identification; finally, we protected the privacy of the whole 
trajectory by disassociating trajectory owners from their entire trajectories using a 
pseudonym swapping approach. To assess our proposed framework, we evaluated the 
balance between data utility and privacy of the output. 
This paper begins by providing a review of the range of available anonymization 
techniques for protecting the privacy of trajectories at publishing time. Next, the paper 
turns to the design of a series of methods used to construct semantic trajectories and 
protect their components. Finally, we present the experimental results of the application 
of the proposed protocol on two real-world trajectory datasets, before offering a 
discussion of the merits and shortcomings, as well as future research directions. 
2.4. Related works 
So far, many scholars and experts have carried out studies about the 
anonymization of trajectories and several ways of classifying trajectory anonymization 
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methods have been introduced. In this section, the classifications that matter for our 
framework are described. One way of classification was offered by Bonchi et al. (2011), 
which arranged methods based on how they deal with trajectory components into two 
main classes. The first class anonymizes the entire trajectory at once to satisfy full-
length anonymity (Abul et al., 2010, 2008; Gramaglia & Fiore, 2015; Nergiz et al., 2008), 
leading to huge computation costs while ignoring the semantics of points. The second 
class, which is the focus of this paper, breaks up each trajectory into sets of QIs, to be 
dealt with individually (Huo et al., 2012; Monreale et al., 2010; Poulis, Loukides, et al., 
2013; Terrovitis & Mamoulis, 2008; Y. Wang & McArthur, 2018; Yarovoy et al., 2009) 
rather than treating all trajectory points equally (Abul et al., 2008; Andrienko et al., 2009; 
Monreale et al., 2010). The reason for this approach is that attackers mostly have 
background knowledge about individuals’ visited locations or parts of trajectories rather 
than the entire spatiotemporal points (Huo et al., 2012).  
The second way of classification that is relevant to our framework divides 
methods into three main classes, based on their objectives to protect the geoprivacy of 
the individual (Fiore et al., 2020): indistinguishability adhere to k-anonymity and its 
extensions, undetectability adhere to differential privacy, and unlinkability adhere to 
mitigation principle. The third way of classification we drew upon is more technical, 
assigning techniques that will protect geoprivacy to each of the objectives (Fiore et al., 
2020): generalization/cloaking/gird-masking, suppression, clustering, perturbation, 
adding random noise, and pseudonym changing/swapping. Following the classification 
of the objectives and techniques of anonymization, we explain each of the objectives 
and briefly present some examples of different techniques utilized depending on each 
objective. 
“Indistinguishability”, means granting that each object in a dataset must not be 
distinguishable from a set of other objects in the same dataset, called anonymity set. 
Based on this concept, k-anonymity was introduced for a table to ensure each record in 
a table, containing information of a user, is indistinguishable from at least k-1 other 
records in anonymity set in which all records have the same QI (Sweeney, 2002). The 
notion of k-anonymity was adapted for a spatial database (Gruteser & Grunwald, 2003) 
by making a location indistinguishable from k-1 other locations, before being adapted 
specifically to trajectories by Nergiz et al., (2008) after which it has been referred to as 
“trajectory k-anonymity.” The anonymization techniques assigned to indistinguishability 
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can be categorized as the combination of clustering and perturbation and the 
combination of generalization and suppression. For example, Abul et al., (2010) satisfied 
trajectory k-anonymity by clustering k-identical trajectories within a distance threshold 
and perturbating trajectories to the center of clusters to make them indistinguishable 
(Abul et al., 2010, 2008). However, perturbation trajectories without considering the 
semantic of points destroy the semantic consistency of trajectories and association with 
road links. 
Generalization involves coarsening at least one characteristic of trajectory, time, 
location, and semantics to create anonymity regions with k users to make each user 
indistinguishable from k-1 others. Suppression eliminates particular points that do not 
satisfy privacy criteria (Chen et al., 2013; Terrovitis & Mamoulis, 2008), and is often 
combined with other techniques for better protection (Andrienko et al., 2009; Gramaglia 
& Fiore, 2015; Sila-Nowicka & Thakuriah, 2016).  
Despite these technical advances, a growing body of literature has shown that 
even when spatiotemporal information has been greatly generalized, there is still a high 
risk of re-identification when locations related to users’ habits are known—e.g., home 
(Krumm, 2007), home-workplaces (Golle & Partridge, 2009), N most frequented 
locations (Zang & Bolot, 2011), making it necessary to treat locations differently based 
on their personal importance. Long-stayed locations and frequent locations, referred to 
as personally important locations, can be used as a mobility signature of a user and 
disclose habits of individuals and sensitive information with higher probability. Many 
studies have shown that protecting the privacy of only these locations can be sufficient 
instead of all sampling points in a trajectory. A simple approach to preserve the privacy 
of personally important locations is to suppress them (Sila-Nowicka & Thakuriah, 2016), 
although it can cause high information loss since they contain valuable information. 
Wang & McArthur (2018) improved information loss by cloaking a subset of important 
locations in anonymity regions with k locations adhere to spatial k-anonymity (Kalnis & 
Ghinita, 2009). Dai et al. (2018) protected personally important locations as well as user-
defined semantically sensitive locations, which required users’ participation in defining 
sensitivity, by replacing them with POIs with a similar semantic category. However, 
trajectories are sufficiently unique that even protecting all important locations cannot 
prevent re-identification when few random spatiotemporal points are known. Ma et al. 
(Ma et al., 2013) showed that 50% of trajectories can be uniquely revealed with having 
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only eight spatiotemporal points. Rossi et al. (2015), showed that 5% to 60% of users 
can be uniquely re-identified even in a dataset with a spatial granularity of 10 km2. Cecaj 
et al., (2016) showed that about four spatiotemporal; points are enough to uniquely 
locate 90% of the users by matching their geotagged messages released by a social 
network to their corresponding trajectories in a real-world trajectory dataset by applying 
a simple statistical learning approach. They also showed that about 20% of users in the 
trajectory dataset are associated with a unique social network user through sharing a 
number of common points. 
“Undetectability” of a user means that the attacker cannot sufficiently detect 
whether the user exists in a released aggregate dataset or not (Pfitzmann & Köhntopp, 
2001). These approaches add noise to each coordinate of a GPS point or the whole 
trajectory either randomly or boundedly (Dankar & Emam, 2013; Deldar & Abadi, 2018; 
Duckham & Kulik, 2005; Srivatsa & Hicks, 2012) adhere to differential privacy (Dwork et 
al., 2006), and merge trajectories and return a sample as a result, so that an 
anonymized dataset cannot reveal whether a specific individual is present or not. These 
methods publish aggregate statistics such as trajectories’ density (Acs & Castelluccia, 
2014; Alaggan et al., 2015) or people counts (Hay et al., 2016) rather than atomic 
trajectories, and are useful for examining the statistical behaviour of the user population. 
However, Srivatsa & Hicks (2012) used different models of random noise and finally 
observed that the risk of user re-identification can be reduced by adding only a high 
amount of noise. Moreover, due to the high dimensionality of trajectory data and strict 
mathematical complexity of differential privacy methods, no method has been devised 
yet to practically achieve this goal by adding noise to trajectories. Existing methods 
either consider relaxed notions of differential privacy or generate synthetic data based 
on characteristics of actual trajectories derived from historical trajectories. 
“Unlinkability” of locations of a user means cutting off the linkage between 
locations of a user such that an attacker cannot track a user and re-identify the entire 
trajectory of the user in a released dataset. To address the aforementioned issues, more 
heuristic techniques with an objective of unlinkability adhere to mitigation principle have 
been devised to reduce privacy risks without satisfying specific privacy criteria (Fiore et 
al., 2020). These anonymization techniques are based on the concept of pseudonym 
changing/swapping combined with the concept of mix-zone. The idea of path 
perturbation was introduced by Baik Hoh & Gruteser (2005) by which the positions of 
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two co-located co-occurred trajectories are slightly perturbed to get so close to each 
other and they are swapped and at the end, each trajectory is paths of different users. 
However, this method was not applied and tested to a real-world dataset. 
 Based on the concept of pseudonym changing, trajectory segmentation was 
introduced by Song et al. (2014) to break each trajectory into shorter sub-trajectories 
using specific time windows and assign a different pseudonym to each segment. Yet 
still, 80% of sub-trajectories, especially long ones, were unique even with a time window 
of 6 hours. The concept of pseudonym changing/swapping within mix-zones is one of 
the fundamental approaches implemented for location privacy (Arain et al., 2017). Mix-
zones are spatial areas where at least two co-occurred trajectories pass close enough at 
a specific distance within a specific time window. Users’ spatiotemporal points within 
mix-zones are not available, such that the pseudonyms of trajectories after entering mix-
zones are swapped or changed to new ones and the linkage between the incoming and 
outgoing trajectory segments of a user is obfuscated. The concept of the road network-
based mix-zone (Buttyán et al., 2007) was introduced and then improved by Palanisamy 
& Liu (2011) as an alternative and complementary approach to spatial 
generalization/cloaking to protect the privacy of vehicles traveling on road networks. 
Drawn on the concept of mix-zone, a trajectory swapping method, called SwapMob,  
was recently introduced by Salas et al. (2018). SwapMob tries to remove the linkage 
between an actual user and their trajectories by swapping pseudonyms of trajectories 
within the mix-zones. After swapping, each trajectory is linked with multiple users. 
However, generating mix-zones at inappropriate occasions without considering time 
information and direction constraints can be invalid and ineffectual. Swapped trajectories 
can be mapped to the actual trajectories if there is a huge difference between the 
direction or time information of two trajectories before and after swapping. Another 
shortcoming of the SwapMob method is that POIs of users are disclosed at their exact 
positions and there is still a risk of users’ re-identification when knowing their POIs if not 
involved in the trajectory swapping process. The conceptualization of our framework is 
very close to the SwapMob method with some improvements to generate mix-zones at 
proper occasions while considering time and direction constraints and prevent detection 
of the exact position of POIs and solve the problem of swapping in datasets with a low 
density of trajectories. 
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2.5. Proposed framework 
The purpose of the proposed combined privacy protection framework is to 
address current gaps in the technology and create an accessible approach to prevent 
the exposure of users’ frequent locations and trajectories with relatively little modification 
of points and information loss. To meet this purpose, we have sought to prevent the 
inference of locations related to users’ habits by relocating these locations to new 
locations with a similar semantic, while keeping the rest of the locations intact and to 
reduce the uniqueness of trajectories by breaking their continuity and obfuscating the 
linkage between actual users and their trajectories. The end product of the framework is 
micro-trajectories where each trajectory is a combination of sub-trajectories of different 
users. This output has the potential to be used by both location-based analyses where 
visited locations matter and movement-based analyses where detailed, not-aggregated 
but still anonymized information about movements matters. Our framework shifts the 
focus from aggregated trajectories with average information to de-personalized micro-
trajectories with information about single individuals. The framework consists of three 
separate, but interconnected steps as shown in Figure 2.1. In the first step, we collect 
individuals’ GPS points and convert them to trajectories with meaningful inner structures 
by using stop detection and map-matching methods. The second step involves the 
detection of personal frequent locations. The last step employs location swapping to 
prevent true detection of individuals’ frequent locations and pseudonym swapping to 
prevent trajectory tracking and expanding knowledge about unknown parts of a user’s 
trajectory. When publishing the anonymized dataset, the methods used to anonymize 
the dataset are shared. 
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Figure 2.1. A visual representation of the included steps in the development of 
the proposed anonymization framework. In the first step, raw 
trajectories are deconstructed into sequences of semantic stops 
and moves. In the second step personal frequent locations are 
detected. In the third step, several anonymization techniques are 
employed to protect locations and the entire trajectory. 
2.5.1. Deconstructing trajectories to the sequences of semantic stops 
and moves 
This subsection describes how we constructed the stop and move structure of 
raw trajectories. First, users’ trajectories were divided into daily sub-trajectories. Then 
their inner structure was formed using stop detection and map-matching methods. A 
stop, also known as an episode or stay point, is a part of a trajectory where a user has 
stayed over a period of time for a specific activity. To detect stops, we computed low-
speed clusters with a speed lower than maxSpeed over a minimal possible staying 
time, minTime, and a maximal possible staying distance, maxDis, and assigned all 
points within a cluster to the center of the cluster indicating a stop point.  
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In developing our framework, we are looking for semantic stops that visit a 
meaningful place for minimal time duration and are associated with a certain 
activity/semantics. Not all stops meaningfully represent an activity, such as stops in 
traffic jams, traffic lights, and so on. To ignore such noisy stops, we used a road network 
dataset and employed a near analysis function to determine whether a stop appears on 
a road or not. Once noisy stops were detected and considered as move points, we 
linked candidate stops to the intersected or the nearest parcels/units in the land-use map 
to annotate semantic information such as land-use function/category. However, there 
were redundant stops at neighboring time windows that appeared in the same location 
and were part of the same stop as highlighted in Figure 2.2. To solve this problem, we 
merged redundant stops at neighboring time windows (in our case 10 minutes) and 
represented them as a single semantic stop. The value of 10 minutes is arbitrarily used 
for testing. Finally, a stop was described as follows: stopID is the identifier of the stop, 
userID is the identifier of an individual user, locID is the identifier of the corresponding 
location, (t_enter, t_leav) is the enter and leave time as the timestamps of the first and 
the last GPS point within the stop, and avgSpeed is the average speed of the stop points 
 
Figure 2.2. The need to ignore problematic stops (noisy and redundant). Noisy 
stops such as stops in traffic jams are on the roads. Redundant 
stops are separate stops but part of the same stop and appearing in 
the same parcel in the land-use at proximate time windows (e.g., one 
stop at 9 AM and one stop at 9:30 am). 
The moves are GPS points recorded between stops and/or gaps. The gaps are 
parts of trajectories that occur between two consecutive points which are spatially and 
temporally distant, depending on the average sampling rate of trajectories (by default 
five times larger than sampling interval), and do not match any road segment. We 
assume that users travel by road or subway and map move points between stops and/or 
gaps to traveled road or subway segments by using GIS-based map-matching 
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(Dalumpines & Scott, 2011). It is worth noting that map-matching, which is time-
consuming and has high computation costs especially in large-scale datasets, is an 
optional process in this study. 
2.5.2. Personal frequent locations detection 
Most people repeat the same spatial routes almost every day of the week, 
resulting in the re-occurrence of some locations that reveal the identity of the users, their 
habits, and associated private information with a higher probability. For example, if a 
user usually travels from location A to B at a specific time window in the morning, and 
travels from B to A at a specific time window in the afternoon, attackers can easily infer 
that A is home and B is the workplace and can discover a user’s home/work addresses 
by means of geocoding tools. The number of times that a location occurs in the 
trajectories of a user is called the frequency, showing the significance of that location for 
the user. With a set of meaningful locations, we detected personal frequent locations 
relying on the fact that the knowledge of the frequency of a location leads to a better 
assessment of the privacy disclosure risk of that location. For instance, the top two 
frequent locations likely correspond to users’ homes/workplaces, and the third frequent 
location is likely to be a personal POI that a user often visits. If an attacker knows 
frequent locations even without time information, there is a high risk of user re-
identification. To find frequent locations, we defined frequency threshold as (frequency of 
a stop) ⁄ (total number of user's daily trajectories) which lower bounded the occurrence of 
a location in a trajectory set of a user. Thereby, a location is frequent if its frequency is 
greater than the frequency threshold. For example, when the value of frequency 
threshold was 0.5 and a location (e.g., home location) occurred in more than half of the 
user’s daily trajectories, it was considered a user’s frequent location. 
2.5.3. Location and trajectory privacy protection 
After detecting personal frequent locations, a privacy protection framework was 
developed to protect those locations while maintaining a satisfactory level of data utility 
and paralleling their semantics.  
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Location swapping of frequent locations 
To anonymize frequent locations, the location swapping method was employed 
to randomly relocate a location to one of the potential locations with a similar function 
(e.g., households) in the land-use map within a buffer with a defined radius around the 
original location. The radius of buffers varied depending on the local density of locations 
to contain k similar locations in terms of semantics with the original location. One 
limitation is that in areas with low location density (e.g., suburbs), there would be huge 
information loss to achieve a satisfying level of privacy. After relocating the original 
location to one of k random locations, SKA, also known as nth nearest neighbor number 
close to the relocated location, was measured. SKA is the number of potential locations 
that fall within a buffer centered at each masked location with a radius r, where r equals 
the distance from the masked location to the original location. The basic idea is 
preventing true detection of home/workplaces and POIs when publishing an anonymized 
dataset with the probability of 1/SKA. The spatial distance between an original location 
and a new location is anonymous and just the value of SKA is published. 
Location swapping was the most reasonable method to anonymize frequent 
locations since it provides a healthy balance between privacy and data utility and 
maintains the semantics of locations. As frequent locations mostly correspond to 
home/workplaces (as evident from section 2.6.3), after anonymization they still have a 
similar category but at a different position. For example, if an attacker knows the 
approximate home/work address of a target user, even by reverse geocoding of the 
published locations he/she cannot easily identify the user in a dataset, since the user’s 
true location has been displaced to a new home/work address. However, we assume 
that false identification, meaning incorrect association of a sensitive attribute to a 
household (Seidl et al., 2018), is not a concern. One of the most challenging aspects of 
anonymizing frequent locations is that if a person frequently visits a location, e.g., 
several times a week, they need to be relocated to the same location. To deal with this 
issue, we perturbated a frequent location to a single random but a fixed alternative; 
otherwise, the median of a cluster of new different locations revealed the approximate 
position of the original location.  
To maintain the integrity and shape of an entire trajectory and increase data 
utility while reducing computation cost, only personal frequent locations were displaced, 
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rather than all visited locations. Non-frequent locations can be just as, if not more, 
sensitive than frequent ones, and still pose re-identification risk. To protect the privacy of 
non-frequent locations, we applied the pseudonym swapping method for trajectories that 
meet each other around non-frequent locations as described in the next section to 
disconnect a sequence of visited locations from the actual user. 
Pseudonym swapping 
To protect the privacy of an entire trajectory where a combination of 
spatiotemporal points is unique, motivated by the concept of mix-zones, we broke the 
continuity of trajectory disclosure by swapping pseudonyms of trajectories within the mix-
zones. Swapping pseudonyms confuses the incoming and outgoing trajectories and 
prevents attackers to expand their knowledge to unknown parts of a trajectory and 
visited locations of a user by following a wrong user. This approach also preserves the 
traveling information of users, such as speed, direction, and time of travel (in general). 
To carry out the pseudonym swapping process, dynamic circular mix-zones were 
created where at least two trajectories pass close enough at a specific distance (equal to 
the radius of mix-zone) within a specific time window at a road intersection or around 
visited locations (non-frequent) and their pseudonyms were swapped. The time window 
and/or the radius of mix-zone was considered by default six times larger than the 
sampling interval of the dataset for distance or time.  
We generalized the time resolution of the dataset, and consequently the speed of 
trajectories according to the time window of mix-zones to prevent timing and speed 
attacks, where an attacker compares the time and speed of incoming and outgoing 
trajectories from mix-zones and tries to associate between the incoming and outgoing 
trajectories based on the similarity of time and speed information. However, the 
deviation in the direction of trajectories after pseudonym swapping and the non-
uniformity in trajectories could still provide valuable information to the attacker to map 
the new pseudonyms to true trajectories. Given that, we only chose trajectories as 
candidates for pseudonyms swapping, if for each incoming trajectory, there was at least 
one outgoing trajectory from mix-zone (except the true outgoing trajectory) with an angle 
less than 270 degrees (as shown in Figure 2.3). To reduce the probability of mapping 
trajectories based on the deviation in direction and to avoid the sharp change of 
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positions on the swapped trajectories, we suppressed corresponding move points within 
mix-zones. 
We restricted the distance between mix-zones such that every two pseudonyms 
of a trajectory must be at least 10 times larger than the sampling rate (or any arbitrary 
value) apart. However, two users might travel together along the same roads and their 
trajectories get frequently close to each other, resulting in generating inordinate mix-
zones. To avoid ineffective pseudonym swapping, consecutive mix-zones for the same 
trajectories with frequent intersections were disregarded and only the last mix-zone was 
considered adequate for pseudonym swapping. 
 




This section empirically illustrates the output of the concepts discussed using two 
real-world datasets. We used pseudo-anonymized GPS records from the Geolife project, 
a Collaborative Social Networking Service (Zheng et al., 2008, 2010, 2009). In Geolife, 
182 users tracked their daily outdoor movements from 2007 to 2012, mainly in Beijing. 
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The dataset contains the timestamped latitude and longitude of 17,621 daily trajectories 
with a total distance of about 1.2 million km and a total duration of 48,000+ hours. A high 
sampling interval (1~5 s) occurred in 91.5 percent of the trajectories. The City of Beijing, 
China was chosen as the study area since most GPS records are placed in this city. To 
confirm our method is generalizable, we tested it on a T-Drive dataset which contains 
GPS trajectories of 10,357 taxis during the period of February 2 to February 8, 2008, 
within the same study area, but with different sampling intervals. The average sampling 
interval is about 177 s with a distance of about 623 m. The total number of points in T-
Drive is around 15 million and the total distance of the trajectories reaches 9 million km. 
We filtered out both datasets by removing short-time daily trajectories (less than 10 min) 
and high-speed movements with a speed of greater than 180 km/h. Moreover, to do an 
accurate evaluation we removed users who had fewer than three stops. Figure 2.4 




Geolife, Source: (Zheng et al., 2009). See https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/research/publication/geolife-gps-trajectory-dataset-user-guide/ for re-use terms and 
conditions. 
 
T-Drive. Source: (Yuan et al., 2011). See https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/research/publication/t-drive-trajectory-data-
sample/?from=https%3A%2F%2Fresearch.microsoft.com%2Fapps%2Fpubs%2F%3Fid%3D15
2883 for re-use terms and conditons. 
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Figure 2.4. Distribution of GPS points within Beijing, where the color indicates 
the density of the points. 
Moreover, the Beijing land-use shapefile for stop detection and the road network 
shapefile for the map-matching were collected from Open Street Map 
(https://download.bbbike.org/osm/bbbike/Beijing/). 
In spite of the fact that the framework seems complex, the methods can be 
summarized in four general steps as described below and six detailed steps as shown in 
Figure 2.5: 
I. Converting individuals’ raw trajectories into semantic trajectories through 
detecting semantic stops/meaningful locations and matching moves to road 
segments. 
II. Identifying personal frequent locations by defining a frequency threshold.   
III. Employing location swapping method on personal frequent locations to 
protect their privacy and maintain their semantics. 
IV. Swapping pseudonyms of co-located co-occurred candidate trajectories 
to protect the entire trajectories. 
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Figure 2.5. The procedure for trajectory anonymization in a semantic way. 
2.6.2. Results of stop detection 
The accuracy of stop detection was dependent on the chosen values of its 
parameters. To this end, we varied the values of 300 s <minTime< 1800 s, 50 m 
<maxDis< 300 m, and 0.6 m/s <maxSpeed< 1.8 m/s (a brisk walking speed for young 
individuals), respectively and counted low-speed clusters, noisy, redundant, and desire 
stops. When values were too conservative, for instance, maxDis=50m there were more 
redundant stops, or when minTime=1800 s, a greater number of stops were undetected. 
In contrast, choosing values that were too relaxed led to the detection of a great number 
of noisy stops. With the values of MinTime=600 s, MaxDis=300 m, MaxSpeed=1.2 m/s 
we observed that 80% of detected stops intersected a polygon in the land-use map, 
which means the stops had meaningful semantics. Also, there were on average 2.7~3 
stops during each daily trajectory in Geolife. Figure 2.6 illustrates the basic statistics of 
the two datasets by showing the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the number of 






Figure 2.6. CDF of the number of GPS points, daily trajectories, and stops per 
user after data cleaning for Geolif and T-dive. 
As highlighted in Figure 2.6, about 20% of users in both datasets recorded less 
than 1,000 GPS points. More than half of T-Drive users recorded a large number of GPS 
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points, from 1,000 to 10,000 points, and around 60% of Geolife users have more than 
10,000 GPS points. On average, each Geolife user has generated more records 
compared with T-Drive users because the sampling interval of Geolife is lower than that 
of T-Drive. By exploring the CDF of the daily trajectories per user, it is shown that about 
20% of Geolife users generated less than 10 daily trajectories and around 30% of users 
have more than 100 daily trajectories, while all T-Drive users have a fixed value of 6 
daily trajectories. Finally, around 20% of Geolife users have between 10 to 100 stops 
and half of the users have more than 100 stops in total, while more than 50% of T-Drive 
users have less than 20 stops in total and the maximum number of stops for users is 47.  
2.6.3. Results of personal frequent stop detection  
After detecting semantic stops, frequently visited locations of individuals with 
different values of frequency threshold were identified and the percentage of their 
population for each land use was measured. As we can notice from Table 2.1, the 
majority of frequented locations in Geolife belong to residential parcels, followed by 
educational parcels (university, college, schools, …) which can be workplaces. In T-
Drive the majority of personal frequented locations occur in transport facilities 
(workplaces of taxi drivers), followed by residential parcels. This confirms the fact that 
frequented locations of individuals are mainly corresponding to homes and workplaces. 
The increase of frequency threshold caused an increase in the number of residential 
places compared to all frequented locations of individuals in Geolife and the number of 
transport facilities compared to all frequented locations of individuals in T-Drive. 
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Table 2.1.  Percentage of frequented locations per land use. This table shows 
that the majority of frequented locations in Geolife are related to 
residential parcels (home places), followed by educational parcels, 
while in T-Drive the majority of frequent locations are related to 
transport facilities (workplaces), followed by residential parcels. 
Land use  Frequent locations in Geolife  Frequent locations in T-Drive 
Freq=0.3 Freq=0.5 Freq=0.8 Freq=0.3 Freq=0.5 Freq=0.8 
Residential 44% 58% 67% 23% 28% 30% 
Transport Facility 9% 7% 0% 37% 40% 49% 
Educational 24% 23% 22% 2% 4% 6% 
Commercial 9% 7% 5% 4% 0% 0% 
Green Space 5% 2% 0% 8% 5% 0% 
Firms 3% 3% 4% 5% 3% 2% 
 Other 5% 3% 2% 21% 20% 13% 
2.6.4. Testing the location-aware anonymization framework 
So far, the framework has converted GPS points into sets of semantic 
trajectories and detected personal frequent locations with the frequency of their re-
occurrence. The output of the whole process is shown for a sample user (user A) in the 
Geolife dataset in Figure 2.7. Details about trajectories of user A and the number of 
stops for this user and a sample user in the T-Drive dataset are listed in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Summary of trajectories for two sample users from the Geolife and 
T-Drive datasets. 
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Figure 2.7. Example of raw trajectories (inset maps) vs semantic trajectories 
(main maps) for a sample user of Geolife. Showing the frequency of 
stops provides a realistic and practical way for privacy protection. 
The output of this process was then used as the input for the anonymization 
framework. Anonymization started by relocating personal frequent locations to satisfy a 
user-defined privacy level 𝑠𝑘, followed by temporal generalization. Sequentially, a 
pseudonym-swapping method was used to break the links between locations of the 
trajectories. The output of the whole process is shown in Figure 2.8 for user A and other 
co-located users on the same day. The radius of displacement buffer in the location 
swapping process varied to achieve an acceptable user-defined privacy level for 
personal frequent locations. To carry out the pseudonym swapping process, the time 
resolution of the dataset was generalized, and candidate co-occurred trajectories that 
passed close enough with regard to a spatial threshold, were renamed to a new random 
pseudonym. Finally, corresponding move points reaching stops within their displacement 




Figure 2.8. Three co-occurred original trajectories (inset map) on a specific day 
vs anonymized trajectories (main map) using when time 
resolution=6 hours, mix-zone radius=50 m, SKA=12. 
2.6.5. Evaluation of proposed framework in terms of data utility and 
privacy 
To assess the efficiency of the anonymization framework, estimating the 
relationship between privacy level (inversely proportional to the risk of user re-
identification) and data utility based on average displacement distance and dissimilarity 
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between original and anonymized datasets is vital. The following sub-sections measure 
privacy levels and data utility after anonymization. 
Evaluating location privacy and data utility after location swapping  
We started by investigating the balance between privacy level and data utility 
after the location swapping process. To assess the level of privacy, in this case, the 
probability of inferring locations related to users’ habits, SKA was used and to assess 
the amount of lost data utility, average displacement distance was measured. To that 
end, after creating displacement buffers around personal frequent locations, when the 
frequency threshold was equal to 0.5, and swapping them to one of k potential locations, 
we measured the value of SKA. The value of SKA represents the number of candidate 
locations that fall within a displacement buffer centered at the masked location with a 
radius equal to the distance from the masked location to the original location.  
 
Figure 2.9. The relationship between SKA and average displacement distance 
of personal frequent locations after location swapping in Geolife and 
T-Drive. 
Figure 2.9 highlights the average displacement distance required to achieve a 
certain level of privacy (SKA) which was dependant on local location density. However, 
there has not been a universal agreement between privacy protection researchers over 
a minimally acceptable level of privacy yet. Zhang et al. (2017), satisfied 20-anonymity 
for approximately 75% of residential addresses in Travis County, Texas, USA, and Wake 































than 200 m. In their study, the local population density was used as an indicator for the 
number of residential addresses. In this study 44% and 23% of personal frequent 
locations in Geolife and T-Drive were related to residential parcels and the Beijing land-
use dataset was not up-to-date and high-resolution. As described in Figure 2.9, an 
average displacement of 1285 m in Geolife and 1200 m in T-Drive resulted in 70% of 
locations achieving 20-anonymity. The increase of SKA from 12 to 24 with the increment 
of 4, resulted in increasing average displacement distance starting from 846 m by 
approximately 250 m for 70% of personal frequent locations in Geolife. In T-Drive, to 
achieve SKA greater than 12 with an increment of 4, an average displacement of about 
730 m with an increment of 240 m was required for 70% of personal frequent locations. 
We chose 12-anonymity as an acceptable level of privacy in order to preserve data utility 
somehow. 
Evaluating trajectory uniqueness and data utility after pseudonym 
swapping 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the pseudonym swapping process, we examined 
the uniqueness of anonymized trajectories based on the number of exact spatiotemporal 
points required to uniquely characterize an entire trajectory. Although, this scenario, 
which is considered as the worst-case scenario, is less likely to happen in the real world 
and an attacker usually knows instead important locations of a user. Figure 2.10 shows 
the number of spatiotemporal points to identify a trajectory at a given time interval and 
distance threshold for both datasets. Reasonably, the number of points for 
characterizing a trajectory grows exponentially with trajectory length and the number of 
crossing trajectories.  
Rossi et al., (2015) investigated the uniqueness of GPS trajectories in Geolife 
and showed that all users in the dataset were located with only two random 
spatiotemporal points. According to de Montjoye et al. (2013), only four spatiotemporal 
points were enough to uniquely identify 95% of the trajectories in an aggregated dataset 
of one and a half million users with a temporal resolution of 1 hour and a spatial 
resolution equal to that given by the carrier’s antennas (each antenna serves 
approximately 2000 inhabitants), and the most unique trajectories could be identified 
with only 11 points. They showed that the uniqueness of trajectories degrades as around 
the 1/10 power of their resolution through the spatial and temporal aggregation of the 
dataset. Therefore, in a greatly aggregated dataset with a temporal resolution of 7 hours 
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and a spatial resolution of 5 cellular antennas (each antenna covers areas of 
approximately 0.15 𝑘𝑚2in cities), having 10 spatiotemporal points could re-identify 80% 
of trajectories. 
In T-Drive, we assumed that two candidate trajectories were co-occurred if they 
passed at a distance of at most 50m in a 20-min interval, which is about six times bigger 
than the average sampling interval for time. In T-Drive Knowing 10 spatiotemporal 
points, cannot still disclose 55% of trajectories. The most unique trajectories could be 
identified with 50 points and only 3% of trajectories were unique in the dataset.  
In Geolife, which is a dataset with a smaller number of users and more sparse 
trajectories, one of the time or spatial resolutions had to be generalized extremely in 
order to better reduce the uniqueness of trajectories. Since the focus of this paper was 
to preserve spatial patterns, we generalized time resolution to 6 hours and set the radius 
of the mix-zone to 50 m, which is about six times bigger than the average sampling 
interval of the dataset for distance (5~10 m). After pseudonym swapping, with having 
four spatiotemporal points, 60% of trajectories could not still be uniquely identified and 
only 10% of trajectories were unique in the dataset. Having 10 spatiotemporal points 




Figure 2.10.  The number of required spatiotemporal points to uniquely re-identify 
trajectories after the pseudonym swapping. 
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Information loss 
We also measured information loss caused by anonymization in terms of the 
percentage of suppressed move points, either covered by dynamic mix-zones in the 
pseudonym swapping process or placed within the displacement buffers in the location 
swapping process at different privacy levels as follows:  
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 =
∑ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 
∑ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
  (1) 
Figure 2.11a highlights the percentage of suppressed move points covered by 
displacement buffers while varying the value of SKA from 4 to 24 in location swapping 
for both datasets. Seemingly, to satisfy a higher value of SKA, a larger displacement 
buffer was required and an increase in suppression of move points was resulted. It can 
be seen that in both datasets when SKA ≤12, there is little difference with regard to 
suppression, with approximately 10% of Geolife move points and 5% of T-Drive move 
points were suppressed. When SKA reaches 16, nearly twice the number of move points 
in Geolife were suppressed, and information loss sharply increased. Hence, in this paper 
SKA=12 is considered to be an acceptable value for Geolife that protects a high level of 
privacy while maintaining data utility to a good extent. In T-Drive when SKA=24, less 




a) %Suppressed move points covered by displacement buffer in location swapping. 
  
b) %Suppressed move points covered by mix-zones in pseudonym swapping. 
Figure 2.11.  Percentage of suppressed move points in the anonymization 
process. 
Figure 2.11b shows the percentage of suppressed move points covered by mix-
zones while varying the radius of mix-zone or distance threshold to 50, 100, 200, and 
300 m in both datasets. Seemingly, a larger radius caused an increase in the 
suppression of covered moves. It can be seen that when the radius was equal to 300 m, 
approximately 7% of Geolife move points suppressed, while in T-Drive nearly 3% of 
move points were removed since the sampling interval of Geolife (5~10 m) was smaller 
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pattern, the radius of mix-zone was set to 50 m for both datasets while suppressing only 
1.1% of T-Drive move points and 0.9% of Geolife move points. To reduce the 
uniqueness of Geolife trajectories, we instead generalized temporal resolution 
extremely. 
In summary, this method results in alternative semantic trajectories that parallel 
the meaning but not the exact position of the locations related to users’ habits while de-
personifying moves. By using this combined method, we offer a means of 1) protecting 
both location and trajectory privacy, 2) preserving the original pattern in locations and 
movements without disclosing individual continuous paths, and 3) sharing de-
personalized micro-trajectories instead of aggregated trajectories for the benefit of 
researchers and the benefit of the public at large. 
2.7. Discussion and conclusion 
Anonymizing trajectory data at publishing time is an ongoing problem, and this is 
evident from the numerous complex techniques devised so far. Many studies have 
shown that users’ re-identification can still happen when coarsening spatiotemporal 
resolution (Chang et al., 2018; de Montjoye et al., 2013; Gambs et al., 2014; Kondor et 
al., 2018; Zang & Bolot, 2011), geomasking (Fiore et al., 2020), and trimming (Abul et 
al., 2008; Andrienko et al., 2009; Baik Hoh et al., 2006), of such person-specific data. 
While many anonymization methods exist, trajectories can still be uniquely identified 
using few spatiotemporal points and roughly half of the methods treat all locations 
similarly regardless of the fact that locations related to users’ habits have higher identity 
disclosure risk [89].  
Our study aimed to prevent true detection of personal frequent locations and 
unlink different activities of a user and reduce the uniqueness of the user’s trajectories 
with a little modification to a dataset while preserving the semantics of visited locations 
and shape of trajectories. The results show that the combination of pseudonym 
swapping and temporal generalization can reduce the trajectory uniqueness, and 
applying location swapping on only frequent locations can maintain the integrity of 
trajectories to a great extent while effectively preserving important locations’ privacy. 
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The proposed framework is resistant against reverse-engineering attacks when 
publishing statistics required for map anonymization, due to the randomness during the 
anonymization process. This anonymization can successfully preserve the spatial 
resolution and produce de-personalized micro-trajectories instead of the aggregated 
trajectories produced by the grid-masking method (Y. Wang & McArthur, 2018). It can 
also reduce information loss compared to methods that use the suppression of sensitive 
location (Sila-Nowicka & Thakuriah, 2016). The anonymized dataset can be efficiently 
used for many policy-making applications including location-based analysis (since non-
frequent locations remain in the same positions and frequent locations parallel their 
meaning after relocation) or mobility-based analysis that examines users’ mobility 
patterns such as transportation network modeling, urban planning.  
Of course, this approach is not without shortcomings. One shortcoming of this 
approach is that the stop detection and the level of privacy in the location swapping 
process rely upon the availability of a high-resolution and up-to-date land-use or building 
map. Given the poor state of OpenStreetMap, especially in Beijing 10 years ago, the 
land-use dataset used in this paper may result in inaccurate evaluation.  Another 
shortcoming of this framework is that we presume that false identification is not of 
concern, although in a sensitive dataset one can attribute a sensitive attribute to a wrong 
household. Finally, the output dataset cannot be used for personalized trajectory 
analysis which requires the movements of a particular person because we unlink users 
from their trajectories. 
Our work points to avenues for future work. The stop detection algorithm used in 
this study was based on the same value of time, distance, and speed thresholds in 
different locations, which may not be realistic since, for example, minimum possible stop 
times are different in different locations (restaurant vs cinema). Other algorithms for 
producing micro-trajectories while obfuscating the mobility patterns of users in order to 
prevent attacks when knowing the mobility model and movement patterns of users are 
worth examining for future work.  
In closing, our combined privacy protection framework has advanced privacy 
protection by addressing certain vulnerabilities in previous methods. Our approach of 
protecting personal frequent locations and unlinking locations of a user makes an 
important contribution to addressing the critical need to protect users’ privacy. 
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So far, a privacy protection framework has been designed and developed. 
However, adoption and utilization of this framework in practice might be difficult and offer 
challenges for the average user, since it requires knowledge of coding and an extended 
workflow that may be time-consuming, and more importantly prone to errors, preventing 
data owners from publishing their sensitive data. Rather than the contribution to the 
design of a new privacy protection technique, our effort is directed at making existing 
techniques more accessible and usable by a larger pool of data analysts. Therefore, in 
the next chapter, an easy-to-use toolbox is developed for novice GIS users to protect the 
privacy of GPS trajectory data without knowledge of coding and anonymization. 
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Chapter 3. PrivacyProtection: An ArcGIS toolbox 
for processing and protecting the privacy of 
semantic trajectories 
3.1. Abstract 
Recently, monitoring the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus which causes COVID-
19 has become an emergent and crucial task, undertaken through tracking individuals’ 
movements and physical distance. However, publishing individuals’ movement data, 
known as “trajectory data,” leads to potential privacy breaches when trajectories are 
combined with additional information from other external sources. To protect privacy, an 
anonymization process, which transforms data to remove sensitive information, can be 
performed but this can be at the cost of a decrease in data utility. Generating tools to 
ease this process is crucial but poorly utilized in academic geography. In this paper, we 
describe the development of a privacy protection toolbox in an ArcGIS Pro environment 
with an easy-to-use interface, that performs trajectory data processing and 
anonymization. The main objective of this toolbox is to construct semantic trajectories 
from raw GPS points based on user-defined values, anonymize the trajectories using the 
combination of suppression with generalization or grid-masking techniques, and then 
evaluate the resulting balance between privacy and utility by adjusting anonymization 
parameters. It executes each of these processes on thousands of points in seconds. 
This toolbox offers two advantages to users: 1) GIS users can download and use the 
easy-to-use toolbox and graphical user interface without deep knowledge of 
anonymization methods; and 2) due to being accessible and re-usable, it enables 
privacy protection researchers to reproduce and compare their empirical works. 
3.2. Keywords 
Privacy protection, ArcGIS Python toolbox, Semantic trajectory construction, 
Generalization, Suppression, Grid-masking 
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3.3. Introduction 
The growing collection and use of GPS data have provided an opportunity for 
proximity and contact tracking  (Kapa et al., 2020) to monitor physical distancing and to 
aid in the control of the COVID-19 pandemic (Demirag & Ayday, 2020).  However, due to 
the inherent vulnerability of this data, publishing GPS data can constitute a major privacy 
violation, since it can disclose critical information about people’s lives (Basu et al., 2014; 
Monreale et al., 2010; Y. Wang & McArthur, 2018). For instance, using easy-to-use 
maps and reverse geocoding tools, it is easy to reveal the identity and home addresses 
of COVID-19 patients on a map representing their movements. However, previous 
research has studied the significance of outbreak and disease surveillance without 
giving (enough) attention to this privacy issue (Bhatia et al., 2019; Carneiro & Mylonakis, 
2009). Kapa et al. (2020) emphasized the importance of creating a balance between 
individuals’ privacy and public health benefits when using contact tracking tools and 
analyzing the movements of patients and healthy users. Consequently, there is a need 
to provide a better understanding of movements to be able to warn healthy users who 
may have contacted with an infected individual of potential exposure, and one that is 
balanced in favour of individual privacy protection.  
Increased concern about identity and sensitive information disclosure when 
publishing data directly was the impetus for the development of a set of methods, called 
privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP), which provides a set of approaches for the 
publication of data that preserves privacy while ensuring the availability of valid data for 
analysis (Fung et al., 2010). There is a wide range of PPDP methods described in the 
academic literature, ranging from simply removing unique identifiers to 
transforming/coarsening semantic, spatial, and temporal accuracy of data (Adrienko & 
Adrienko, 2011; Andrienko et al., 2009; Nergiz et al., 2008; Samarati & Sweeney, 1998) 
and integrating contextual information for better preservation (Han & Tsai, 2015; 
Monreale et al., 2011; Tu et al., 2019; Y. Wang & McArthur, 2018). 
 However, there is limited adoption and utilization of these techniques in practice 
due in part to the difficulty of interpretation and implementation (Swanlund, Schuurman, 
& Brussoni, 2020), resulting in publishing users' data without taking action for privacy 
protection. For example, Hasan et al., (2017) stated that many bike-sharing companies 
have made their user data publicly available after removing user identity that led to the 
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disclosure of user’s privacy and movement patterns. This leaves a significant gap in the 
current body of scientific knowledge, where privacy protection is discussed without 
considering how it might be utilized by a wider range of users who deal with spatial data. 
Boeing (2020) demonstrated the fundamentally important role that accessible tools play 
in progressing science and theory. Given the importance of increasing the accessibility 
of these tools, we elected to focus our attention on making existing techniques more 
accessible and usable by a larger pool of data analysts, rather than designing a new 
PPDP technique.  
ArcGIS is a well-known software for GIS and spatial analysis (Conolly et al., 
2006). However, using ArcGIS to perform spatial data processing, interpretation, and 
privacy protection offer challenges for an average user. The use of ArcGIS entailing 
privacy protection requires knowledge of coding and an extended workflow (see Figure 
3.1) that may prove time-consuming, and more importantly, may be difficult to implement 
and prone to errors. This work describes the process of developing an ArcGIS python 
toolbox designed to provide several tools for novice GIS users to protect the privacy of 
GPS trajectory data. The toolbox processes GPS data by constructing a meaningful 
structure of trajectories using a stop detection method. It also infers users’ habits and 
preferences from their movements through finding frequent locations of users, a pattern 
that serves as their mobility signature. Lastly, it protects the privacy of personal frequent 
locations and trajectories by making use of suppression, spatiotemporal generalization, 
and grid-masking techniques. 
The paper begins by reviewing the existing PPDP techniques in the area of 
trajectory data, as well as the relevant existing GIS tools and applications. Next, the 
paper turns to the design and architecture of the toolbox, illustrating its performance 
when dealing with real-world GPS data. Finally, the paper discusses the toolbox's 
strengths and limitations, as well as future research directions that would ease the real-
world adoption of privacy protection techniques, before providing a brief conclusion. 
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3.4. Related works 
3.4.1. Privacy protection of GPS trajectories at publishing time 
The concept of PPDP has been well studied in the area of location-based 
services (Andrés et al., 2013; Ishikawa & Yoshiura, 2020; C. Xu et al., 2020), where the 
goal is real-time anonymization of a location or query of an issuer. However, the purpose 
of this paper is anonymization of an entire trajectory dataset at once. In general, there 
are five main techniques of PPDP methods in the area of trajectory publishing including 
perturbation and clustering, generalization, suppression, adding noise, and pseudonym 
changing/swapping. The common purpose of these methods is reducing user identity 
and sensitive information disclosure by satisfying a privacy criterion such as k-anonymity 
(Sweeney, 2002) and its extensions (Poulis, Skiadopoulos, et al., 2013; R. C.-W. Wong 
et al., 2006), l-diversity (Machanavajjhala et al., 2006), t-closeness (N. Li et al., 2007), 
and differential privacy (Dwork, 2006). Although finding an optimal k-anonymization is 
NP-hard (Aggarwal et al., 2005; Meyerson & Williams, 2004), it remains a realistic 
privacy model with practical relevance. 
Perturbation consists of displacing trajectory points to new spatial coordinates at 
a random distance and random angle (either uniformly or using Gaussian noise) within a 
buffer with radius r centered on the original point. It can further be combined with 
clustering to merge co-located trajectories within a specific time window  (Abul et al., 
2008; Lin et al., 2010; Nergiz et al., 2008). However, they cannot preserve the semantics 
of trips and association with road links, especially when providing a high level of privacy 
(Yin et al., 2015). Adding random or restricted noise to a dataset adhere to differential 
privacy and merging trajectories to confuse an attacker about the presence of a 
particular trajectory in the dataset while providing statistics for specific data mining tasks 
such as frequent sequential pattern mining (Chen et al., 2012; Deldar & Abadi, 2018, 
2019; Dwork, 2006; Jiang et al., 2013; Kellaris et al., 2014). However, differential privacy 
only focuses on preserving the privacy of trajectories regardless of the relation between 
different locations of a trajectory and privacy of locations. Pseudonym 
changing/swapping was inspired by the concept of Mix-zones (Freudiger et al., 2007). 
Mix-zones are spatial areas where the locations of individuals are lost and such that 
each trajectory that exits the mix-zone will have a different pseudonym than the one 
when entering a mix-zone. Based on mix-zone, trajectory swapping was introduced with 
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the aim of exchanging trajectories of two different individuals/pseudonyms that pass 
within mix-zones for a certain period of time (Salas et al., 2018). Suppression eliminates 
those spatiotemporal samples that do not satisfy privacy constraints such as k-
anonymity. Some researchers used only suppression techniques (Chen et al., 2013; 
Mohammed et al., 2010; Terrovitis & Mamoulis, 2008) to iteratively suppresses violating 
spatiotemporal samples until meeting the privacy constraint. However, using 
suppression alone may cause a huge information loss and needs to be combined with 
other techniques such as generalization for better protection. Generalization 
partitions the underlying area of a trajectory into appropriate sub-areas which are 
temporally and spatially disjoint by coarsening the spatial and temporal resolution, and 
merges co-located and co-occurred users into the sub-areas. Although, the combination 
of generalization and suppression might cause information loss,  e.g., loss of data 
granularity or loss of data samples, the produced data can be useful for a wider range of 
applications (Gramaglia et al., 2017) such as pandemic controlling, transportation 
research, and urban planning. On the other hand, visualizing trajectories in their raw 
form, with overlapping points, makes the display excessively cluttered (Adrienko & 
Adrienko, 2011), and using generalization for transforming atomic data into a more 
simplified one can be helpful.  
There is a rich history of literature on leveraging generalization to preserve the 
privacy of trajectory data. In spatial generalization, locations are replaced by the closest 
street, postal code, census area, and so on. For example, some studies have worked on 
partitioning a geographical area of a trajectory into same-sized grids using a fixed grid 
hierarchy (Yarovoy et al., 2009), different-sized Voronoi tessellations (Andrienko et al., 
2009), or different-sized clusters of semantically diverse locations around stops (Huo et 
al., 2012). Monreale et al. (2011) applied a spatial-semantic generalization using 
predefined location taxonomy to restrict the probability of extracting sensitive locations 
from non-sensitive ones adhere to a proposed privacy criterion named c-safety. Cicek, 
Nergiz, and Saygin (2014) proposed a similar notion, named p-confidentiality, to upper-
bound the probability of extracting a sensitive location from a trajectory by replacing 
sensitive locations with sensitive regions which contain a group of POIs around sensitive 
locations and ensuring location diversity within sensitive regions.  
Importantly, it has been demonstrated that despite data generalization, repeated 
moving objects within an anonymity region can still be re-identified (Chang et al., 2018; 
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F. Xu et al., 2017; Zang & Bolot, 2011) when having background knowledge about users’ 
home addresses (Krumm, 2007), home-workplaces (Golle & Partridge, 2009), and most 
frequently visited locations (Zang & Bolot, 2011). What is certain is that some locations 
can easily reveal users’ identity and sensitive information—even in very large 
populations—due to the regularity of movement patterns (Golle & Partridge, 2009; 
Krumm, 2007; F. Xu et al., 2017; Zang & Bolot, 2011). These realities all further 
emphasize the importance of frequent locations and the necessity of effective protection 
for these locations rather than all sample points. Given this regularity, a wide range of 
more sophisticated anonymization techniques focus on distinguishing important 
locations of users according to their frequency of occurrence and staying time to treat 
these important locations differently which can enhance both privacy protection and data 
utility. For instance, Sila-Nowicka & Thakuriah, (2016) suppressed important locations 
and kept the remaining data intact for road network-based analysis. Similarly, Wang & 
McArthur (2018) only cloaked top N frequented and long-stayed locations, such that 
home-workplaces were blurred with k nearest buildings and other important locations 
were blurred with k nearest POIs. Recently, Rajesh et al. (2019) extracted the important 
locations of users’ trajectories based on the amount of time spent and created Minimum 
Bounding Rectangular zones of user-defined size with at least one important location 
and ‘‘n’’ number of non-important locations. 
 However, trajectory anonymization is a relatively young discipline and the 
anonymization techniques that have been developed to date can preserve privacy with 
minimal information loss. Their biggest shortage is not in technical innovation, but rather 
in knowledge translation and there remains a need for an accessible and easy-to-use 
toolbox with comprehensive documentation that is specialized for trajectory 
anonymization. 
3.4.2. GIS tools and applications for geoprivacy protection 
Despite a variety of privacy protection techniques available in academic 
literature, limited adoption of these techniques has been observed due to users’ lack of 
knowledge and expertise in their interpretation and implementation in a GIS framework. 
However, there has recently been attention to the need to develop more accessible tools 
and applications with a focus on privacy protection. 
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For instance, the Geographic Privacy-aware Knowledge Discovery project 
(GeoPKDD ) (Giannotti, Nanni, Pedreschi, & Renso, 2009) was designed to integrate 
geoprivacy protection and knowledge mining from spatial data into a unified framework. 
They adopted the notion of k-anonymity and formalized the concept of user re-
identification in the context of patterns, instead of data, and identified all potential attacks 
that might happen when releasing extracted patterns. Their main focus was privacy-
preserving data mining (PPDM) rather than PPDP. In PPDP the original data after 
anonymization are published without considering the final usage of the data, while in 
PPDM the discovered patterns and data mining results are published. 
In the context of PPDP, Gambs, Killijian, and Cortez (2010) developed an open-
source software named GEPETO to anonymize trajectories of individuals using simple 
anonymization techniques such as pseudo-anonymization, downsampling, random 
perturbation, and clustering. GEPETO used downsampling to summarize a set of close 
GPS points within a time window with a short Euclidean distance from each other rather 
than Manhattan distance. However, this method significantly reduced the data utility of 
the dataset. Then it applied random perturbation on all recorded points without 
maintaining the semantics of trips and the association of move points to the road 
segments.  Their methods were simple and not sufficient for trajectory data which have 
complexity in terms of structure. Recently, Swanlund et al. (2020) developed a client-
side application called MaskMy.XYZ to mask location point data such as health records 
and crime data by applying the donut masking method (Hampton et al., 2010). This 
application cannot be used for trajectory data since it randomly relocates single points 
without considering the semantics of locations and their links with the road segments. 
3.5. Method: toolbox process and results 
This paper proposes a new toolbox, called the PrivacyProtection toolbox, that 
mitigates the difficulty of trajectory anonymization to a good extent and is run locally to 
reduce security concerns when transferring data. PrivacyProtection toolbox works in the 
ArcGIS environment to construct semantic trajectories, derive important locations of 
individuals, and protect their privacy and the privacy of entire trajectories while 
maintaining low computational cost. This toolbox provides privacy for trajectories 
otherwise being published without anonymization. We offer different anonymization 
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techniques including suppression, generalization, and grid-masking, allowing users to 
determine their desired relationship between the level of privacy and retaining data 
utility. End-users of this toolbox can be data publishers who do not preserve the privacy 
of trajectory data due to a lack of time, anonymization knowledge, and/or coding skills. 
By developing this toolbox, we aim to enable the better preservation of privacy when 
publishing trajectories. In this section, we provide an overview of the required 
extensions, design, and architecture of the toolbox and consider its merits and 
limitations. 
3.5.1. Required extensions 
To distribute a technology, there have been numerous discussions over the 
advantages of developing open-source and platform-independent tools and applications. 
However, implementing solutions within a popular commercial environment is beneficial 
because these environments can facilitate customization, allow easy preparation of data, 
and provide a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) (Charleux, 2015). 
PrivacyProtection toolbox was developed in the ArcGIS Pro 2.4 environment and was 
written by Python, which is a general-purpose programming language that provides 
excellent packages in dealing with spatial data such as Arcpy. Developing a Python 
Toolbox enabled us to develop additional modules in numerous capacities of Python 
such as NumPy and pandas for data manipulation and analysis. 
3.5.2. Design and architecture 
One of the most important merits of an ArcGIS toolbox is that it operates 
completely on the user’s local system. Therefore, data publishers can safely analyze, 
anonymize, and visualize their sensitive data without any privacy or security concerns. 
Another merit of the ArcGIS toolbox is that it provides a user-friendly GUI, enabling 
users to determine the input data and adjust parameters until achieving a satisfying 
privacy level and data utility. 
A flowchart outlining the ideal workflow for our PrivacyProtection toolbox is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The PrivacyProtection toolbox is subdivided into three main processes 
performed by two toolsets and six tools. The first step consists of processing raw GPS 
trajectory data and extracting the meaningful structure of daily trips that delineate the 
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starting point, stops, and moves, using a stop detection method by means of the 
Trajectory processing tool. The next step consists of two tools under the Location 
interpretation toolset, which can be used to identify the Most Frequented Locations 
(MFLs) of each user. The last step is assigned to Trajectory anonymization, which 
comprises three tools: suppression, generalization, and grid-masking. Using the 
suppression tool, a number of MFLs and their neighbouring points within a buffer of a 
user-defined radius are removed and the amount of information loss is measured. Using 
the generalization tool, the spatial and temporal resolution of the dataset is coarsened by 
replacing the exact timestamp with an approximate time interval and replacing stop 
points with larger stay zones with k-locations and move points with larger travel zones 
within a user-defined radius. Adapted from the anonymization framework designed by 
Wang & McArthur (2018), the grid-masking tool generalizes the trajectories from points 
to raster cells and aggregates either traveling time or the number of users within a 
specific time interval to each grid cell. Tools in the Location interpretation and Trajectory 




Figure 3.1.  Example of semantic trajectory extraction and anonymization 
through the PrivacyProtection toolbox. This theoretical framework 
involves all the tools of the toolbox. 
Semantic trajectory construction tool 
As a first step, the tool named Trajectory processing, as shown in Figure 3.2 is 
used to structure raw GPS points and assign semantic tags to them to create semantic 
trajectories. Semantic trajectories have two main components—stops and moves. 
Constructing semantic trajectories normally starts with detecting stops. To detect stops, 
it is necessary to define parameters and thresholds depending on specific purposes. The 
tool enables users to load a tabular file (e.g., CSV file) containing raw GPS points with X, 
Y, userID, date, and time fields for extracting the daily trips of each user; to define 
possible values of speed, distance, and time thresholds for a stop; and choose either a 
geographic or a projected coordinate system. The default values for speed, distance, 
and time thresholds are 1.2 m/s, 300m, and 600s, respectively. An additional feature is 
the ability to add road network data as an optional input to remove noisy stops, such as 
the stops at traffic lights or in traffic jams that appear on the road network. This feature 
can be useful for finding only meaningful stops where a user may perform an activity. 
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Once processed, trajectory data with semantic tags indicating their structure as start-
stop-move, coupled with information about speed and traveling/staying time, are 
exported as a shapefile in the user-defined projection. One of the advantages of this tool 
is that it only requires a tabular file. 
 
Figure 3.2.  The process of semantic trajectory construction using trajectory 
processing tool through four interconnected process. 
The Trajectory processing tool detects stops in four steps. The first step is to filter 
out the dataset by removing noisy GPS points which move at a speed greater than 45 
m/s. The second step is to split trajectories into user-level daily trips and for each trip, to 
detect candidate stops by finding clusters of low-speed points that match user-defined 
spatiotemporal windows. In this step, there are gaps that might be mistaken as stops. 
Gaps are the amount of time and distance when GPS points are lost and can be caused 
by interrupting GPS satellite signals in dense areas or when a vehicle enters a tunnel or 
due to the GPS logger battery running out. Two consecutive GPS points that have a time 
difference of five times larger than the average sampling time interval of the dataset and 
spatial distance greater than the staying distance threshold are considered as the start 
and end of a gap. The third step is to merge redundant stops, stops at neighbouring time 
windows that belong to the same stop; in our process stops that are 100 meters and 10 
minutes apart, are merged to a single stop. Once stops are detected, the last step is 
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optionally conducted to remove noisy stops where the user does not perform an activity 
by removing stops that are within a distance of 5 meters from the road centerline in the 
road network dataset, which must be provided as an input. We found that the Trajectory 
processing tool is able to reconstruct a semantic trajectory dataset from 55,000 points 
over 22 days in 1 minute and 22 seconds and from 110,000 points over 43 days in 2 
minutes and 15 seconds. A general trend was that doubling of point counts caused 
execution times to double. Performance testing was repeated, and we found that when a 
road network dataset to remove noisy stops was added, the results respectively 
increased by 15 and 30 seconds. 
Location interpretation toolset 
Once the semantic trajectories have been extracted, they can be analyzed by the 
second toolset, named Location interpretation. A particular characteristic of human 
spatial behaviour is being periodic and regular such that individuals frequently visit the 
same location and have the same movement patterns. To better preserve the privacy of 
individuals it is important to identify personal MFLs, which can disclose personal 
preferences and habits with higher probability, and impose stronger privacy protection 
on them. To find MFLs, we focused on measuring the frequency of occurrence of start 
and stop points, as critical points. Obviously, the start points reveal sensitive locations of 
a user such as their home address, and combined with stops, this can expose sensitive 
information about the purpose of a trip such as home-work commuting. As detailed in 
Figure 3.3, this toolset provides two tools—spatial clustering and semantic clustering—to 
identify the meaningful locations with the highest frequency for each user.  
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Figure 3.3.  The process of detecting frequent critical points and measuring the 
frequency of their occurrence for each user using the spatial 
clustering and semantic clustering tools. These are the outputs that 
would be seen by the user. 
The spatial clustering tool was developed to cluster neighbour start and stop 
points of each user, using the mean-shift algorithm, and to move corresponding points of 
a cluster to the center of the cluster. The mean-shift algorithm was used since it only 
requires one input including cluster distance. The spatial clustering tool allows users to 
load a shapefile containing GPS points with semantic tags (the output of the previous 
step) to extract the starts and stops of each user and to define a clustering distance 
(200m as a default value). In the next step, the semantic clustering tool is used to snap 
the center of clusters to the nearest meaningful locations/parcels in the land-use dataset. 
In this case, the frequency of occurrence of a location is measured according to the 
number of visits by the user from the corresponding parcel. This tool requires a land-use 
dataset as an input. The output of this tool is a shapefile, the same as the input, in which 
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frequent critical points are displaced to a location in the land-use map with an additional 
field indicating the frequency of their occurrence for each user.  
During testing, the spatial clustering tool was able to do the process for a dataset 
with 100,000 GPS points and 200 starts/stops in particular, in just 11 seconds when the 
radius of clustering was selected as 200m. The performance test was repeated using the 
semantic clustering tool and adding a land-use dataset, instead of clustering distance, 
and it could run the same process in 2 minutes and 20 seconds. It is important to note 
that higher processing time resulting from the second tool is worthwhile since it ensures 
that personal frequent locations have the same activity and semantics. 
Trajectory anonymization toolset 
Suppression tool 
For the core anonymization procedure, the first tool in the Trajectory 
anonymization toolset—the suppression tool—was developed to remove a number of 
personal frequent locations, as well as their neighbouring points within a buffer of user-
defined radius (see details in Figure 3.4). The tool enables users to load a shapefile of 
the semantic trajectory, determine userID and location frequency fields that show the 
frequency of re-occurrence of a location in a user’s trajectories, and define a 
suppression buffer radius and N number of personal frequent locations to be 
suppressed. After the suppression process is complete, the tool provides the 
assessment of information loss, by measuring the proportion of removed points to the 
total number of points in the input data and is a useful and straightforward measure of 
potentially undesirable suppression made due to a large value of N or buffer radius, 
which can be adjusted to result in an acceptable information loss. 
Generalization tool 
The second tool—the generalization tool—was developed to produce a spatially 
and temporally generalized dataset according to user-defined spatiotemporal resolution. 
This tool requires a shapefile containing GPS points with four fields indicating semantic 
tags, userID, date, and timestamp; time resolution (1 hour is the default value); spatial k-
anonymity value (12 is the default value) and land-use dataset for stop generalization; 
and gap distance (300 m is the default value) and radius of buffer (60 m is the default 
value) for move generalization. This tool converts GPS points into a sequence of stay 
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zones and travel zones while assigning average stay or travel duration within a specific 
time window [t1, t2], where t1 is the entering time and t2 is the leaving time (in general) 
and reports the population of each zone within a given time window. 
 To this end, the tool starts with temporal generalization by which timestamps of 
GPS points are replaced with an approximate time considering user-defined time 
resolution (e.g., 8:20 pm is generalized to 8:00 pm and 8:45 pm is generalized to 9:00 
pm when time resolution is 1 hour).  
After temporal generalization is complete, spatial generalization is achieved by 
generalizing stop points, while satisfying spatial k-anonymity (SKA) as a privacy 
criterion. Each stop point is replaced by a larger stay zone with k-locations in the form of 
a buffer centered at the original stop point. Then all other co-occurred points within the 
buffer are removed before assigning the enter/exit time (in general) and stay durations in 
addition to the total number of co-occurred users within a given time interval (one hour). 
The radius of buffers varies depending on the local location density. With regard to SKA, 
a higher value suggests greater privacy protection while reducing the spatial accuracy of 
the anonymized dataset by enlarging the radius of buffers  
 
Figure 3.4.  The process of anonymizing semantic trajectories in two steps. 1) 
The suppression tool removes a given number of MFLs; and 2)the 
generalization tool replaces stops and move points by stay zones 
and travel zones, respectively, while assigning the number of users 
and enter/exit time (in general) as well as staying duration to them. 
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To spatially generalize move points, the generalization tool combines points to 
line and buffer tools in ArcGIS. To this end, it first partitions each daily trip into move 
segments between every two consecutive stops and/or gaps. Then move points among 
them are converted into a polyline feature and subsequently replaced by a buffer 
centered at the polyline with a user-defined radius, while assigning enter/exit time (in 
general), the total number of travelers, average traveling time, and average speed of 
travelers within the travel zone. The whole process of converting trajectories to 
generalized zones is straightforward. Publishing travel zones traversed by a single user 
may reveal the user identity and satisfying k-anonymity can reduce the risk of user 
identity disclosure. However, it is hard to achieve for datasets with a low density of 
trajectories, especially within a short time window. 
After the generalization process is complete, the tool computes and assigns the 
average value of k-anonymity, as the number of users in each stay or travel zones, as 
an indicator of the privacy level and allows a user to adjust spatiotemporal resolution 
until achieving acceptable privacy protection. During testing, the tool was able to 
generalize 100,000 points in just 3 minutes when setting the default values for input 
parameters. 
Grid masking tool 
Last but not least, an alternative anonymization technique was employed 
adopted from the framework proposed by Wang & McArthur (2018), to combine grid-
masking and aggregation techniques and produce an aggregated dataset in a raster 
format with user-defined cell size (60 m is the default value). The benefit of producing 
aggregated dataset is that there is a low risk of user re-identification, even if an attacker 
has partial information about a user since average information about the population is 
released. This tool produces aggregated raster dataset in which grid cells indicate the 
sum of traveling/staying time by users within a specific time period without releasing 
personal information as shown in Figure 3.5. This dataset is useful for transport planning 
models which require aggregated travel information rather than user-specific trip 
information. In this case, the tool only requires GPS records of individuals in a shapefile 
format. The date field must be identified, and the time field must be selected as the cell 
value while the sum must be selected as the cell assessment type. Another output of this 
tool can be an aggregated dataset in which grid cells indicate the total number of users 
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within a specific time period. This output can be achieved if the userID field is selected 
as the cell value instead of the time field. To better preserve privacy, enlarging the cell 
size can blur GPS points into larger areas, making it difficult to find the exact position of 
users, however, the tool restricts the maximum cell size to 200 m to maintain data utility. 
 
Figure 3.5. The process of grid masking and aggregating daily trips using the 
grid masking tool. The output of this tool is an aggregated raster 
dataset in which cells show the sum of travel time by travelers. 
3.6. Discussion 
Despite growing recognition of the need to protect individuals’ privacy and an 
enhancement of privacy protection techniques, few readily available/usable means exist 
to allow data analysts to create a balance between privacy protection and data utility. 
We used Python to develop an ArcGIS toolbox, which enables an automated process of 
privacy protection. We created these freely available tools to overcome the logistical and 
coding hurdles that would be faced by non-specialists trying to anonymize their trajectory 
data. 
The PrivacyProtection toolbox is an attempt to enhance the accessibility of 
movement data without privacy concerns. The immediate strength of the 
PrivacyProtection toolbox is that it provides data owners/publishers an opportunity to 
protect geoprivacy while enabling meaningful analysis of movement data in a way that 
facilitates adoption by users. Providing the GUI enables users to easily and flexibly 
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achieve the desired stops within trajectories, identify locations related to users’ habits, 
suppress a set of these locations, and vary the spatial and temporal resolutions to 
protect their privacy. For each process, parameter values can be adjusted by users and 
additional datasets can be used to enable comparison and analysis of different outputs 
and determine when an acceptable privacy level has been found. To assess privacy 
level, the application uses k-anonymity and measures the average k-anonymity (the 
number of users) of all anonymity regions in a specific time window. An alternative 
method to suppression and generalization is to perturb and cluster points. While 
perturbation can preserve privacy and data utility somewhat, it does not maintain the trip 
semantic and association to road segments.  
A key feature of the PrivacyProtection toolbox is its user-friendly tooltips. Each 
tool includes a comprehensive descriptive summary to assist users in understanding 
how the tool works, as well as an explanatory picture and dialog and scripting 
explanations next to almost every input and output. The toolbox also provides a video 
tutorial that records the whole process of semantic trajectory construction and 
anonymization from start to finish. The PrivacyProtection toolbox is publicly available as 
a geoprocessing package on ArcGIS online. 
It must be noted that trajectory anonymization is an onerous task that requires 
significant domain expertise. Easy-to-use toolsets are essential, but they are not a silver 
bullet as they do not replace expert decision-making when selecting anonymization 
parameters. Some may argue that such frictionless tools may lull ill-equipped users into 
a false sense of security, and it is for this reason that we have included a warning in the 
tool’s interface about the importance of parameter selection when anonymizing spatial 
data.  Nevertheless, while our tool cannot replace conceptual expertise, it significantly 
lowers the barrier to actually operationalizing anonymization methods and thus brings 
them within reach of a wider audience. 
A few limitations apply to privacy protection with the PrivacyProtection toolbox. 
The anonymization tool simply blurs moves into larger travel zones without ensuring k-
anonymity for moves in order to produce a dataset for road network-based analysis. 
Publishing k-anonymous moves require moves to be traversed by at least k co-occurred 
users which is not likely possible within a small time window, especially for datasets with 
a small number of users. This can result in significant information loss. Therefore, 
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methods to satisfy k-anonymity for all parts of trajectories, and not only stops, will be 
interesting to explore in the future.  
3.7. Conclusion 
Trajectory data are particularly valuable, but also vulnerable because they reveal 
much about individual human lives while constituting a picture of people’s habits and 
preferences. Privacy, therefore, is a pressing issue that needs to be strongly protected 
when dealing with trajectory data—however, it is often still ignored at data publishing 
time. PPDP techniques are a solution for protecting privacy while maintaining data utility 
for meaningful analysis. Unfortunately, these techniques have remained largely 
unrealized and are often out of reach in real-world applications, squirreled away in 
specialized academic literature. Our toolbox is a means to transform some of these 
techniques into an operationalized GIS workflow and make them accessible for a wide 
range of data owners who, to date, have had to withhold or suppress their data due to 
privacy concerns. The PrivacyProtection toolbox adopts a combination of spatiotemporal 
generalization and suppression techniques in addition to grid-masking and provides the 
assessment of information loss and level of individuals’ privacy depending on user-
defined parameter values. It does this by implementing the entire anonymization process 
in a form of a user-friendly ArcGIS toolbox. Along with being highly accessible, this 
toolbox importantly provides GPS data processing and analysis as pre-processing steps 
to convert raw data into meaningful data from a human point of view and extract 
locations related to users’ habits considering their regularity. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusion 
The ongoing uptake of trajectory data in academic research, business, and 
industry has caused geoprivacy to become a key issue for consideration, yet geoprivacy 
is often undervalued and neglected when publishing sensitive trajectory data in maps. 
Today, with the advancement of easy-to-use web maps and reverse geocoding tools, it 
is feasible to extract individuals’ home-work addresses and POIs from even aggregated 
trajectory data. Further, there is a high risk of uniquely re-identifying users and their 
sensitive information from trajectories, even with knowledge about as few as four 
random spatiotemporal points in those trajectories. This thesis has argued that because 
publishing trajectories can reveal personal sensitive information and raise serious 
privacy violations, it is imperative to develop an effective trajectory privacy protection 
framework as well as an easy-to-use toolbox for GIS users to use, even without deep 
knowledge of anonymization techniques. More specifically, it sought to answer these 
questions: 
I. How do we represent trajectory data in a meaningful way from the human point of 
view? 
II. How do we reduce the re-identification risk of users, locations related to their habits, 
and trajectory privacy violations when publishing users’ trajectories? 
III. How do we make the process of semantic trajectory construction and privacy 
protection accessible in a form of an all-in-one toolbox for even non-expert GIS users? 
4.1. Thesis summary 
The main empirical findings are chapter-specific and were summarized within 
the respective chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the basic definitions and concepts 
regarding trajectory and geoprivacy. Chapter 2 propose a privacy protection framework 
for semantic trajectories that addresses ongoing geoprivacy issues by employing several 
anonymization techniques to protect both locations related to users’ habits and entire 
trajectories. It derives semantic components of trajectories which leads to providing 
more effective privacy protection. Significantly, since frequent and/or long-stayed 
locations of individuals are more related to their habits and identities, the framework 
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identifies personal frequent locations and protects these key locations, rather than all 
sample points, to reduce information loss and preserve the integrity of trajectories. In 
order to protect personal frequent locations, it makes them indistinguishable from other 
k-1 locations with the same function. It also obfuscates the linkage between actual users 
and trajectories to protect entire trajectories with the purpose of providing unlinkability 
between locations of users. In the end, it compares different values of effective 
parameters in the anonymization process and their effects on the privacy level and 
attempts to show the acceptable balance between privacy and data utility. 
Chapter 3 develops an easy-to-use toolbox in the ArcGIS Pro environment that 
makes the anonymization methods described in Chapter 2, accessible to everyone 
without needing a deep understanding of the methods themselves. It interprets the 
process of semantic trajectory construction and privacy protection into a GIS workflow. 
This toolbox is an attempt to address the problem of suppressing spatiotemporal data 
due to privacy concerns. It is comprised of six tools; each enables users to define 
parameter values and adjust the output to achieve acceptable results. Although the 
issue of privacy protection for semantic trajectory has been noted in previous literature, it 
has never been implemented as a plugin, toolbox, or standalone desktop application, 
accessible to all levels of users, that is so important to keep sensitive data local and 
safe. 
4.2. Research Contributions 
This thesis adds to the current body of trajectory privacy research by more 
deeply exploring the issues that were neglected by other privacy designers. Data 
publishing is always a limitation, but as more spatial data become available, geoprivacy 
research needs to be updated to address the possible complexities that might get hidden 
in black boxes. Two primary contributions can be distilled from this thesis. First, it offers 
a combined framework for privacy protection in trajectory data publishing scenarios to 
not only protect locations related to users’ habits and entire trajectories but also to 
maintain the most semantics of visited locations and small modification to sample points. 
The anonymized dataset is beneficial for both mobility-based analysis and location-
based analysis.  
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Second, and in light of the design of the proposed framework, it calls for more 
adoption and utilization of geoprivacy in practice, which thus far has been restricted to 
academic research and which it is imperative to make more accessible for users without 
advanced expertise and knowledge. The adoption of geoprivacy for trajectories, to date, 
has received little attention, preventing data owners from publishing their data due to 
privacy concerns. This thesis translates the process of trajectory privacy protection into a 
GIS framework, and designs and develops an all-in-one ArcGIS toolbox to bring the 
implementation of trajectory privacy into practice. 
4.3. Future Work  
Future work should continue to implement and make accessible available 
geoprivacy techniques, especially for trajectory data that contain more location samples 
of individuals and are, therefore, at higher risk of a privacy breach. More fundamentally, 
the privacy-preserving data mining algorithms that anonymize data for a specific data 
mining task deserve execution and more adoption. Finally, it is imperative to 
characterize potential attacks to trajectory datasets before data anonymization and use 
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